Texas A&M Corpus Christi College of Nursing and Health Sciences
Research and Scholarly Works Exposition
Theme: Practice Excellence & Quality Outcomes
Abstract Submission Guidelines

1. Your abstract must be a *structured abstract* no greater than 250 *words* with the title of your submission centered at the top (not included in word count), with two returns and the word Abstract centered below the title, two returns and then the body of your structured abstract.


4. Do NOT put your name on the abstract.

5. Your name goes in the subject line with your designation. For example: mary_smith_graduate or mary_smith_faculty. Nothing else.

6. Each semester the abstract submission deadline will be provided to students through their faculty and to faculty at the first Faculty of the Whole meeting of the semester.

7. Notifications for acceptance or rejection notifications can be expected mid-April for the spring and mid-November for the Fall Texas A&M University College of Nursing and Health Sciences Research and Scholarly Works Exposition.

8. Submit to CONHSEXPO@tamucc.edu

9. If your abstract is accepted, you will receive further instructions following notification.

10. Please do not email the expo with questions, all questions must be submitted to your course faculty in which you conducted your scholarly work. For example, your Research faculty or your DNP project Liaison.

11. Email your instructor through bb if/when you submit your abstract for consideration.